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Editorial

Redeeming Democracy

T

he ensuing general elections scheduled for the summer of 2019 are not going to be ordinary electoral
contest between the contesting parties because what is at stake is the future of our democracy in
which we pride in as the world’s largest democracy. The forthcoming political battle envisages a
pivotal moment in country’s political life wherein political rivals will be embarking on a strategic course that
is going to be exceedingly pushy and combative than in 2014, entailing the potential of altering fundamental
postulates of India’s democratic framework. Viewed in a broad perspective, India’s, edifice of governance
and Constitution envisage India both a democracy and a republic. Current potent and well-defined
constitutional link between democracy and republic has firmly secured all citizens as equal stakeholders in
this nation state. Nevertheless, this democratic and republican legacy is increasingly being eclipsed by the
partisan, arbitrary and whimsical disposition of the dispensation at the helm that rarely cares for the
traditional moorings of governance.
Votaries and zealots of the dispensation at the helm are often seen becoming vocal in public sphere in
contesting the cardinal principles of democratic polity and constitutional institutions, vociferously clamouring
for reviving mechanisms conducive for a particular ideology, thereby challenging India’s heritage of diversity,
plurality and composite nationhood. Interestingly, the proclivity of the ruling dispensation discernible
from its policy responses and actions also manifests a design that suits a particular ideology irrespective of
such a tendency being detrimental to the governing consensus on nationhood and citizenship. Top brass
of the dispensation currently at the helm is indulging in articulating policy statements that indicates its
preparedness for a more combative political strategy by raking up controversial issues thereby questioning
the prevailing governing consensus on primary issues. Decisive measures being adhered to by the current
dispensation at the helm in accordance with its ideological commitments are seemingly designed to evolve
a new political culture that could be compulsorily entrenched in public space.
The Opposition, which is almost in a disarray, has failed to gauge the magnitude of gravity of the situation
unfolding in the political arena, which is termed by some experts as “a fundamental contest between the
original pluralist vision of Indian democracy and the monocultural and exclusivist view of the Hindu
nationalists.” Failure on the part of the Opposition parties to foresee the underlying designs beneath the
interconnected trends emerging in the wake of the policy moves initiated by the ruling dispensation entails
the potential of unleashing serious repercussions for the democratic polity. Tepid response of the Opposition
to mobilize public opinion against the controversial issues like the status of J&K and the Citizenship Act
has reportedly bolstered the ruling dispensation to eagerly wade into these issues and to place them at the
top of its national political agenda thereby declaring its readiness for the summer 2019 electoral battle.
Continued repression of critical voices and dissent in tandem with injecting acerbic narrative into the
national political discourse is a clear sign of curtailing democratic freedoms and such measures have
brought country’s democratic governing framework under severe strain. Parliament, which is regarded as
the heart of the Indian Republic, has seemingly diminished in stature under the brute majoritarianism. The
dispensation currently at the helm has facilitated the intrusion of religion into politics as the new norm.
Subversion of the media autonomy, the erosion of civil liberties, the dominant role of money power in
influencing election results, a rising tide of populism, the spreading cancer of divisive politics, the growing
appeal of militant nationalism and misuse of religion in political campaigns have proved instrumental in
contributing to the gradual fading of democracy. Concurrently, it is equally true that such attempts to derail
democracy have also been made in the past without any tangible success because of the vigil exercised by
the Indian voters. In the age of social media, the electorate seems more concerned about sifting chaff off
the grain and is unlikely to be hoodwinked by fake news and populistic rhetoric. Undoubtedly, the social
media is the storehouse of fake news and rhetoric to misguide the gullible masses; nevertheless,
simultaneously these mases are equally competent enough in keeping India’s democratic imagination vibrant
and expansive. They also have the potential of redeeming democracy and the ensuing general elections will
perhaps prove us right.
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